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$4.99 CANADA $5.99

Attn retailer:  Please
display until Jan 18

HONDA
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE 
IT REALLY 
WORKS!

TELESCOPING
DRIVESHAFTS

AWD FRONT
HUB WITH
ONE-WAY
CLUTCHES

BEVEL GEARS
ENCLOSED IN
STEERING HEAD

LOW-LOSS CHAIN
TRANSFER

TRANSVERSE
DRIVESHAFT

SECONDARY
COUNTERSHAFT
DRIVE

MONSTER 450 SHOOTOUT: OFF-ROAD & MX

OFF-ROAD FUN-FEST
• Endurocross • Baja 1000 • 6 days: U.S. WINS!

KTM vs HONDA vs KAWASAKI vs SUZUKI vs YAMAHA
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Climbing nasty
terrain is what the
Christini is all
about. It helps
with climbing and
cornering and can
help turn ordinary
riders into local
heroes.

TWO-WHEEL

DRIVE



Can it be improved traction, control
and off-road versatility?

We can tell you without hesitation that all-wheel drive dirt
bikes will eventually play a major role in off-road motorcycles.
Why? It’s simple really; they chew on the terrain with more
bite. Bottom line. With a clawing front wheel, traction is
improved, the ability to corner with less input is enhanced, and
the brutality of nasty off-road is conquered with less work. This
equals a lower stress level, less driver input, and for the novice
pilot, a lower learning curve. 

There aren’t a lot of AWD dirt bikes floating around the
shops right now. Last year we tested an Ohlins hydraulic two-wheel drive Yamaha and came away
stunned. The positives mainly targeting cornering improvements through less effort, less critical body posi-
tioning, and the ability to steer via the throttle over, around and across every rutted, sandy, off-camber cor-
ner that we tried. Good stuff. On the other side came an inherent jumping weirdness. With the throttle

jammed in the air, the front wheel would spin and the suspension would tend to lock on impacts. You
were forced to adapt a new ‘air style’ to the drive system.

Enter the Christini AWD system. The Christini AWD system was first developed
for mountain bikes in the late 1990’s and then transitioned to motor-

cycle technology in 2001. Since then they have been avidly
testing, adapting and plotting the birth of a symbiotic

system that would fit onto a variety of
motorcycle chassis. 
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HOW IT WORKS
Christini’s patented All Wheel Drive system for motorcycles

works similar to AWD systems found in 4-wheeled machines.
The system functions as a positraction drive system and
transfers power only when the rear wheel slips, or the front
wheel skids. Power runs via a chain from the secondary
countershaft up to a gearbox located on the frame. Power is
converted to a drive shaft running under the tank to the mod-
ified steering head. Counterrotating bevel gears located with-
in the head tube transfer power to the lower triple clamp. The
lower triple clamp contains a small chain and sprocket sys-
tem that drives two counter-rotating drive shafts. The spe-
cially coated drive shafts are telescopic and incorporate lin-
ear ball spline bearings. They are counterrotating to eliminate
torque effect. They run the length of the fork to the front hub.
The Christini AWD front hub is equipped with one-way
clutches allowing the wheel to transfer power when needed
and freewheel when not in use. The use of one-way clutches
in the front hub allows the front wheel to be driven at a slight-
ly slower rate than the rear wheel. The system has an
engagement switch so you can choose between two-wheel
drive or just the rear. The current limited slip ratio transfers

The kit includes a modified frame
(requires exchange of stock
frame), custom fork modifica-
tions (requires stock fork)
custom fuel tank, alloy Talon
front hub, complete all
wheel drive system,
engagement switch, bil-
let alloy triple clamps
and complete Christini
plastic/graphics kit.
Right now the kit is
available for the
CRF250X,
CRF250R and
the CRF450X,
but plans are
in the works
for KTM ver-
sions.

At a quick glance the Christini
system is easy to miss. The
biggest giveaway is the sec-
ondary chain cover on the left
side. The Christini is currently
available based on the CRF250X,
CRF250R and the CRF450X. 

power at a variable ratio and is adjustable by making a
sprocket change. The entire Christini AWD system weighs in
at a little under 15 pounds, and according to their engineers
generates a power loss of less than 0.5 percent.

ON THE TRAIL
Our Christini equipped machine was wrapped inside a

Honda CRF250X. The suspension was modified, featured
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A secondary sprocket drives the second
chain up to a shaft between the frame rails.

A clutch system keeps engagement of
the front wheel smooth and controlled. 

The shaft runs up into the steer tube to
counterrotating bevel gears, inspired by
Steve Christini’s love for helicopters. 

The bevel gears turn a shaft that runs
into the lower triple clamp. The lower
triple clamp holds the gears that coun-
terrotate the telescoping drive shafts
that turn the front hub. 

These are the specially coated drive
shafts that are telescopic and incorpo-
rate linear ball spline bearings.

In cornes the front wheel helps to pull through corners.

The final piece of the puzzle, the front
driving hub. 
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When the back wheel starts
spinning, the front wheel
engages and helps pull out
of nasty situations like this
log high center. 

shorter travel (one inch) and the machine had a few
bolt-ons designed to make the off-roader smirk. Our
first outing was in the Nevada desert, and we pointed
it straight at some nasty mountains. The sucker climbs
hills like nothing we have ever ridden! You have to
adjust riding style and learn that no matter what, keep
your weight forward and never give up on a hill climb.
We made it up some vertical ascents that flat would
have had us stalled, balled and bulldogging back
down. We could start from a dead stop at the base
and just crawl, like a bug scaling a window. Slower
speeds require more rider input, but maintaining an
over-the-front attitude had us conquering obstacles
that are not in the design concepts of the stock 250X.
Some of the hills were so abrupt that it made us ner-
vous to ride back down. Another situation where the
system works well is side-hilling big climbs. With the
front wheel clawing, it actually yanks the machine for-
ward, helps you hold a line and accelerate rather than
suffering from back end spin and rear wheel drop-
away. 

As more power is transmitted to the front wheel, the
sensation at the handlebars is stiffer steering. That’s
because the front wheel is spinning and pulling the
machine in whatever direction the front wheel is point-
ing. It feels like a stiff steering stabilizer at first, but
after some time you learn not fight the direction of the
front wheel and use its pulling power to go over what-
ever you want. 

Cornering takes some time to get used to because
it’s a whole different style. On a flat slippery corner, a
normal bike wants to spin the back end around, and
perfect throttle control is necessary. On the Christini,
flat slippery corners become fun. Because the front
wheel gets power as soon as the rear wheel starts
spinning, it pulls the bike through the corner. In deep
sand the little 250X motor worked awesome because
the bike doesn’t dig a hole and push sand; it yanks
forward and pulls through the sand. It gets on top of
deep sand quickly and stays there. 

We didn’t have huge amounts of time jumping the
machine over big doubles or tabletops. But anytime
that the rear wheel spins, the front reacts. This makes
for a fairly stiff feel as the fork doesn’t have time to
compress. With the front wheel pulling when you land,
the bike wants to rocket forward more than a rear-
wheel-drive bike. When smashing over logs or drop-
ping off ledges, this pulling of the front wheel helps if
you don’t land straight!

BREAK OUT THE SIMOLEONS
What’s a Christini Kit go for? 6800 big ones. You get

in return a modified frame, a modded fork, custom
fuel tank, new front hub, complete drive system, billet
clamps, graphics, and engagement switch. 

Is it worth it?
The truth is that the bike takes sometime to get

used. It’s not a machine you can jump on to and be a
hero. But get acclimated, spend some time adjusting
your style to fit into its arsenal, and it can climb and
corner better than any rear-wheel-driven dirt bike on
the planet. This machine, for almost anyone, makes
impossible terrain ‘possible’. So, yes it’s so worth the
cash—if you’ve got it. ❏

TELL ME
WHY
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IT WASN’T ALL BAD
My EnduroCross 
experience

By Adam Booth
Photos Mitch Elson

If I have a character flaw (I’ve
been told I have many) it’s that I’ll
agree to anything and try any-
thing once. So of course when
the EnduroCross sign-ups came
due, I scribbled my name on the
dotted line. I agreed to ride the
Christini all wheel drive bike and
give Friday’s open qualifiers a go.
Of the 180 riders entered in
Friday’s qualifiers, only ten riders
would make it to Saturday night’s
program. I wasn’t one of those
ten riders at the end of the day. I
did make it to the open four-
stroke main after going through a
last chance qualifier. As I learned
quickly, if the EnduroCross
course doesn’t get you, the other
riders will. Luck is a massive part
of doing well at the EnduroCross,
and good starts don’t hurt either.
Did the Christini all wheel drive
help? Yes. It got me to the first
corner in first or second four
times out of the gate. With the
two-wheel drive you lean as far
forward as possible, hold the
throttle wide open, and drop the
clutch when the gate drops. It
rockets down the start in a per-
fect straight line. While it is a little
heavier and it would seem that a
girthier machine on a course like
the Endurocross would hinder
performance, having the front
wheel driving over wet slippery
logs and big boulders and navi-
gating muddy rocks saved me
probably more than I know. Lucky
for me, and probably the rest of
the Friday riders, the track wasn’t
as gnarly as it was for Saturday’s
main race. It still wasn’t easy and
the key to going fast was to be
smooth and never fall. I fell plenty
of times, as did everyone else,
and I had a great time doing it. ❏

GIVE THE

DOGA
BONE

GIVE THE

DOGA
BONE

Since Adam isn’t the tallest
kid on the Dirt Bike staff, the
Christini was lowered an inch
by Enduro Experts. 

After jumping too far into the rock garden and landing with the skid plate on a
pointed rock, Adam felt it was a good time for a rock nap. Almost everyone who
rode the event fell over at least once. The trials tire was key to good traction on the
different surfaces.

Ready for splashdown. Adam drops into
the water hole on his way to qualifying for
the open four stroke main. 



For more information or to find a demo ride near you, visit www.christini.com

Off-road riding 
will never be the same.


